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ABSTRACT
A Reconsidering of Place and Space is an autobiographical body of paintings that
challenges the notion that the home is a place of familiarity, peace, connection, and
comfort. I unmake the predictability of the spaces through either subtle or overt
alterations of these once commonplace areas. While these spaces are grounded in
observable reality, they are not entirely logical and operate as psychological
environments that often enter the realm of the uncanny or melancholic.
This work operates within the context of the Covid-19 pandemic of 2020.
Lockdowns, health conditions, and virus spikes have pushed people to stay home more.
This greater time at home has strained stereotypical expectations of the home and
revealed the depth of environment and relationship failings.
Strange angles, intense moments of color, and a focus on contrasting value,
temperature, and saturation serve to make the spaces feel strange and disconcerting. The
occupants of the domestic spaces exude a sense of unease and separation, and they often
fail to interact with each other. At times they are even painted in different styles to
heighten their level of mental and physical separation. Tension and energy shown
through visual means like color are indicative of potential psychological or relationship
strain and disconnect within the domestic scenes depicted. As a result, the visual
decisions made in distorting the home environment operate metaphorically and as
extensions of the occupiers.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
As someone who has spent the past decade grappling with social anxiety, general
anxiety, and bouts of clinical depression, the convention of home as an escape, a
sanctuary, and a hiding place from all of the major stressors in life has always resonated
with me. However, as I passed from childhood into adulthood and moved every year or
two, I have become quite aware of the plethora of ways in which the idea of home often
fails to deliver on these promises. I would like to acknowledge that there is much
potential for home to live up to the expectations that we, as families, lovers, individuals,
children, partners, and friends, have for it, in spite of its shortcomings.
My study into the subject matter laid out here in the writing and paintings initially
began with cleaning out a hoarding situation from my partner’s family. At first, I
documented the environment through drawings and photography. As I was increasingly
confronted with the decay and functional failings of the space, as well as the relationship
stressors such a massive endeavor placed on myself and my partner, I started to ask
myself what even makes a home? Despite the years of neglect in the hoarded-out house,
could the space ever function as a home, even once all the physical junk was cleaned out?
Or were the layers of mental, relationship, and aesthetic damage too substantial at that
point?
The work operates primarily as an autobiographical investigation as a means of
joining in dialogue with the various living situations of many of my peers. What defines
home for us anymore? Do we even have a home, or just a temporary dwelling place as we
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move through life, searching for fulfillment and permanence? In light of the Covid-19
pandemic and the push for people to stay inside more, the need for home to be a place of
safety and connection is becoming ever more paramount. Likewise, this increased time at
home is exposing many of the ways home breaks down and becomes just a house, as
opposed to anything more meaningful. When viewers engage with the work, it is my goal
that they will find correlations in terms of their understanding of home and the
relationships and connections (or lack thereof) that come with that.
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CHAPTER TWO
NOTIONS OF HOME
As humans, we all seek to have somewhere that feels like home. We want a
central locus and a place to retreat from the chaos and uncertainty of the world around us.
Of course, different cultures have varying ideas of how the perfect home should feel and
operate for its inhabitants. In the West, the stereotypical ideal home is often a place of
comfort, peace, connection, stability, and privacy, as well as somewhere that provides a
sense of contentment.
While that all sounds appealing, it is rare that the domestic space is able to live up
to these expectations. Everyone has their own experiences and understanding of how
these stereotypes fall apart. In order to confront the reality of the Western domestic, I
unmake these assumptions through visual methods that operate as both literal
representations of qualities of the space as well as metaphors for psychological qualities
of both the space and the inhabitants.
It is also important to note that my paintings address the expectation of the
presence of the nuclear family unit. The conventional family unit has been the standard
for decades, but in contemporary times this is changing rapidly. As someone who grew
up immersed in Southern Baptist culture, the nuclear family unit is the standard I grew up
with, and the pressure to conform to that standard still exists to this day. There are now a
myriad of family units and interconnected lifestyle choices available that are acceptable
at varying levels for different societal groups.
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Social psychologist, Bella DePaulo, describes the breakdown of the nuclear
family and resulting options as follows: “It used to be that these components [getting
married, living together, having sex, having kids] all came packaged together, and now
they’ve all come apart. People can pick and choose whatever components they want.”1 In
Gardening and Unmaking, for example, I stray from the nuclear family stereotype by
showing a childless couple or roommates that appear to be in the millennial age group.
In the work, I pull apart the space to dismantle the idea of the perfect home. In
Welcome Home, stability and calm are set aside in favor of instability and anxiety. Walls
are slanted and feel as though they are precariously close to toppling. Tension pulsates
through the space because of moments of saturated color that run counter to more
mundane neutrals that would normally calm and quiet a space. Likewise, the space is
busy and chaotic, with barely any instance of quiet for the eye to rest. Bursts of clutter
occupy the floor and corners, bringing a level of anxiety and discord to the scene. The
figures are situated on opposing sides of the room, ignoring each other and engaged
almost confrontationally with the viewer. The result is quite uncomfortable.
The domestic is supposed to be a place of the familiar and expected, as well as a
sanctuary from the chaos and unpredictability of the outside world. Within the context of
the home space, Jonathan Flatley defines defamiliarization as making the domestic
“weird, surprising, unusual, and thus capable of a new kind of recognition, interest, and
analysis.”2 I present the domestic in odd and expected ways through various visual
1

Pinsker, Joe. “If the Nuclear Family Has Failed, What Comes Next?” (The Atlantic. Atlantic Media
Company, 2020).
2
Flatley, Jonathan. Affective Mapping: Melancholia and the Politics of Modernism (Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 2008), 80.
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means. In works like Unmaking and How to Exist Here, I incorporate bold, abstracted
color, varying levels of realization, outlining, and patterns or repeating colors that
compress the space in a way that references Matisse’s work, such as The Blue Window.3
More specifically, the repeating neon green in How to Exist Here that can be seen in the
background window, the midground floor, and the foreground refrigerator work to bring
all three levels of space to the same plane, thus flattening the established depth in the
painting.
Contemporary painter Arcmanoro Niles also employs these techniques to
defamiliarize domestic and neighborhood spaces in paintings such as The Classroom and
The Magic of Youth. These two paintings use repeated flat, bold colors at different depths
to flatten the otherwise considerable space. Does a Broken Home Become a Broken
Family shows a kitchen scene painted with a strange abstracted blue that permeates the
overall environment. The three figures are separated from each other, whether by the
countertop or by being painted on separate canvases. The abstracted colors in the space,
repetition of color that flattens the room, and separation of the figures serves to bring an
unexpected strangeness to the kitchen, thereby allowing the viewer to experience the
resulting tension and brokenness of the space and relationships in a new way.

3

Gottlieb, Carla. “The Role of the Window in the Art of Matisse.” (The Journal of Aesthetics and Art
Criticism, 1964), 396-397.
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CHAPTER THREE
POWER OF PLACE
Gaston Bachelard defines topoanalysis as the “systematic psychological study of
the sites of our intimate lives.”4 Psychologist Abraham Maslow expounds upon this idea
with his hierarchy of needs as applied to the home and inhabitants. He theorizes that
“people have five types of needs which are activated in a hierarchical manner and are
then aroused in a specific order such that a lower order need must be satisfied before the
next highest order need is activated.”5 In personal terms, these needs (in order) are as
follows: biological needs, safety needs, social needs, esteem needs, and finally, selfactualization needs.
This hierarchy may also be applied to the home environment in order to establish
a pyramid of domestic needs. When formulated in terms of the home, this pyramid is
organized as follows: home as shelter, home as satisfaction of psychological needs, home
as satisfaction of social needs, home as satisfaction of aesthetic needs, and home as selfactualization.6 As I examine and dismantle the domestic, home starts to move away from
satisfying all of the levels in the pyramid of housing needs. Most notably, home fails to
fully meet aesthetic, social, and psychological needs. In doing so, home is incapable of
being a place of self-actualization.

4

Bachelard, Gaston. The Poetics of Space. Translation by Maria Jolas (Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 1969),
8.
5
Gunter, Barrie. Psychology of the Home (London: Whurr, 2000), 7.
6
Israel, Toby. Some Place Like Home: Using Design Psychology to Create Ideal Places (Princeton,
NJ: Design Psychology Press, 2010), 56.
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Architect Amos Rapoport explains that the home environment is a series of
orderly relationships between “things and things, things and people, and people and
people.”7 I dismantle the domestic environment to establish a carefully crafted series of
relationships between objects, space, and figures. The use of color choices, light, varied
edge quality to push depth and focus, and different levels of realization are all applied in
order to create an intentional series of relationships between the space and the items
within the space, the figures and the space, and the figures themselves.
In How to Exist Here, the figure and refrigerator in the immediate foreground are
painted with sharp edges, saturated colors, and deep shadows that push them forward and
away from both the kitchen and the pregnant figure in the space behind them. That space
and figure are desaturated, thus pushed deeper in the space, almost as an afterthought
when compared to the figure in the foreground. This establishes an intentional hierarchy
of space as well as visual, psychological, and relational distance between the figures.
I will also note that Height Differences operates as a work that alludes to the idea
of power dynamics in relationships within traditional American households that contain
the nuclear family unit. The male figure is situated higher up within the composition,
standing leisurely with his cup of coffee. The female figure in the foreground, however,
has her arms crossed, almost like she is waiting, annoyed, and subservient. This hierarchy
reveals a level of psychological discord and disconnect between the two.
French painter Édouard Vuillard produced hundreds of paintings depicting
domestic interiors during his lifetime. His earlier works delve more so into psychological

7

Israel, 18.
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undercurrents, examining relationship tension and cramped space.8 In Flowered Dress,
the figure on the right is clothed in a more fully realized patterned dress that pushes
forward in the frame. Her flesh is bright and likewise advances. The central figure is flat
and muted in terms of color, temperature, and value, and is elbowing into the forward
figure. The farthest figure is cropped off the frame and is resigned to the background
space, but her features have more form than the midground figure. Though the figures are
placed in a tight and compressed space, Vuillard’s use of levels of realization, value, and
temperature likewise allow for a hierarchy of space and figure, as well as creating
psychological strain.
Vuillard’s Flowered Dress does not depict a tidy and sterile scene. The
overlapping of forms and busyness of the space results in a constrictive environment. As
mentioned in the Introduction, the investigation for this thesis work began with cleaning a
hoarded-out home. While none of the paintings in this body of work directly replicate
such an environment, I incorporate the idea of clutter in varying degrees. Like Vuillard, I
use visual congestion to create compressing effects in depicting potentially oppressive
environments. Welcome Home, Fire Space, and Watching/Waiting use more staccato
moments of untidiness to fill the space, whereas Nope employs a more subtle approach.
The table, the one horizontal surface that could be empty, is instead occupied by a
nondescript piece of fabric and a glass.

8

Gordon, Mary. “The Silent Drama In Vuillard's Rooms” (The New York Times. The New York Times,
May 13, 1990).
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Light is a powerful environmental influence on mood in the home space.
Inadequate interior and exterior lighting or exposure to light at random times of day can
throw off one’s circadian rhythm and eventually spiral into melancholic moodiness that
impacts almost every aspect of one’s existence. Appropriate indoor lighting may be
considered important for meeting aesthetic and psychological needs. During the Covid-19
quarantine of 2020, many people lost and (perhaps still lack) their regular routine, and
their exposure to natural light was often impacted as a result. Initially, I often found
myself stuck in a dark house, which was usually illuminated by gloomy yellowed lights.
Personal responsibilities, loss of routine and regularity, as well as fear of illness, kept me
indoors. In my work, I often focus on the dimness of interior spaces with natural light
bleeding into the frame.
I employ bold moments of intense dark and light in many of my paintings. Often
times light is depicted with highly saturated color such as in the window of Heat. In
paintings like Can We Leave?, Nope, Fire Space, Unmaking, and Self-Portrait, it appears
as though the scenes takes places at night or dusk due to the overall level of gloom
established through select muted colors and darker values. The dimness of the
environments is cave-like, echoing the desire for shelter and safety. Regardless of the
color or saturation in various areas of the paintings, darkness weighs down both the
figures and their environments, casting a net of quiet pensiveness and disconnect over the
space.
Félix Vallotton uses darkness and subdued lighting in many of his painted scenes
of domestic life. Often his environments are disquieting and tense, employing
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meticulously structured color, value, composition, and body language to accomplish this
end. Dinner by Lamplight and The Red Room both use dark contrasting values and bold
moments of warm color to convey a sense of deep unease. The scenes are lit artificially,
illuminating uneasy spaces with uneasy occupants, especially in Dinner by Lamplight.
The deep shadow of the foreground figure is ominous and imposing, and that same dark
value fills the edges and background, whilst creeping around the edges of the other
figures. Slashes of red cut through the otherwise muted scene, further enhancing the
sense of tension.
Color and value are two primary means I use to push a sense of anxiety and a
feeling of pressing within the space. Height Differences incorporates bold yellows,
browns, and oranges over a darker blue under layer to create deep contrast and push the
brightness of the warmer colors in the foreground. Fire Space uses a host of cool blues to
establish a dark evening scene with pops of yellow and orange that push forward and feel
disjointed within the space. A general complimentary color scheme also exists in many
pieces, which amplifies the level of visual and psychological tension and unmakes the
expected calmness of the space. For example, Heat employs a bold orange under layer
and blue outlining, and Gardening uses a bright blue under layer coupled with orange
outlining to push an overall sense of unease within the environments and between the
figure/figures. These moments of oversaturated color are alive and energizing in contrast
to the more muted and dreary areas in many of the paintings. The figure/figures fail to
respond appropriately to the visually noisy moments and quietly exist instead.
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In addition to value and color, nature is another tool I incorporate to further fill
and dismantle the space. Nature works to excite the senses and push a sense of
overstimulation. In strong contrast to the stiff geometry of architecture, nature occupies
space with unpredictable, organic forms. As a result, it functions as a means of pushing
diversity of space and structure within the domestic. Plant life also promotes a restorative
environment. However, by opting to paint these forms with heightened colors and with
either mannered outlines or not fully realized rendering, the plants fail to promote a
restorative environment like one would expect and instead contribute to the unravelling
of the space.
Fire Space, Gardening, Unmaking, and Heat all incorporate elements of plant life
into the environments. Fire Space is the outlier because the plants are painted
representationally in contrast to other paintings in the body of work. The bold organic
forms of the leaves stand in stark contrast to the strong geometric lines and planes in the
environment. The latter three paintings mentioned are all different depictions of various
takes on the same scene of a couple sitting at a table and not interacting with each other.
In Gardening, the central plant is painted like it is heavy and melting, and in Unmaking
the same plant is presented as more of a fussed outline with less visual weight. In Heat,
the plant is overly saturated and almost entirely obscures the figure at the back of the
frame, leaving that figure as almost an afterthought in a greater narrative. The end result
for all is a plant that functions both as a sort of divisive visual barricade between the
figures and as a mode of dismantling the nurturing potential of the space.
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Home may be understood as an extension of its occupiers. The space, its contents,
and energy function as a reflection of its inhabitants. Through examining the personal
psychology of the inhabitants as well as their relationships, one can determine if home is
able to adequately meet social and psychological needs. Gunter writes that “For many
people, it is the presence of and relationships with other people that contribute towards
the place being a ‘home’. The home, as such, is central to a person’s social network.”9
In the majority of my thesis works, two figures are shown together in a mundane
domestic setting. The figures seem uneasy and not at home; their body language indicates
physical distance and emotional separation. The silence between them is palpable, and
the space between them is metaphorically vast. Their lack of direct interaction
demonstrates the home environment’s inability to meet social needs. I also indicate
further disconnect through how I paint the figures in select works. Sometimes the figures
are shown in a similar manner of representation, which can result in figures disconnected
from their environment, such as in Watching/Waiting. However, in Nope, Unmaking,
Height Differences, and How to Pet a Cat, one figure is rendered more naturalistically
while the other is painted with more of an outline. As a result, the individuals feel even
more alienated from each other in the space, regardless of their physical proximity.
As my work tends to run autobiographical in nature, I believe it is important to
take a moment here to discuss some of my takeaways with quarantine during Covid-19 as
they relate to the home’s potential inability to meet social and psychological needs. After
moving in with someone at the start of quarantine and finding myself adjusting to a new

9

Gunter, 12.
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environment that did not really feel familiar or like a home, I found that I did not really
know the person I moved in with as well as I thought. The stress of global crises, as well
as ongoing health problems for the both of us, resulted in constant distractions and
anxieties, which pushed a growing divide and breakdown of communication between us.
Shared spaces like kitchens or dining rooms seemed uncomfortable and foreign, and I felt
I had no control over how the spaces looked or functioned. The time in that house helped
me grow to better understand that it really is the inhabitants that most contribute to a
dwelling actually feeling like a home.
Félix Vallotton’s previously mentioned Dinner by Lamplight pushes this idea, as
the figures seated around the table are at home but appear to be emotionally disconnected
through their body language, the use of strong values, intense light, and pops of dramatic
color. They may be in a domestic room, but the people seem very uncomfortable and like
they would rather be anywhere but there. The dining room fails to function quite like a
home space, due to the overwhelming unease of the space and occupants.
Eric Fischl’s Krefeld Project Bathroom Scene #2 is a more contemporary example
of this. Two nude figures in a bathroom are separated by a slash through the middle of the
frame where a pane of glass starts and ends. They are both lost in their own thoughts,
with the female figure appearing distraught as she absent-mindedly washes herself. While
both individuals exist in the same room, it is as though they are so disconnected that they
cannot even acknowledge each other. The result is a cold and depersonalized
environment.

13

Home is “central to our personal identity. In many senses we can be said to wear
our home as we wear our clothes. As such, the type of home we live in, the way we
decorate it…and arrange it internally are all things that make statements about who we
are.”10 When multiple nonfamiliar or nonfamilial people live together, home can often
fail to really be home and a place of self-expression, especially in shared areas such as
kitchens, living rooms, and dining rooms. Painting figures in such spaces allows for the
study of their relationships in domestic settings that are perhaps less private than a
bedroom or bathroom. The inclusion of partial doorframes or walls in paintings such as
Wash and The Daily Load of Laundry, both of which depict more public domestic spaces,
alludes to the presence of the viewer as a voyeur and observer on these quiet moments of
relationship unease where the inhabitant or inhabitants do not quite feel at home.

10

Gunter, ix.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE UNCANNY AND MELANCHOLY

The home in my work is often shown as being a place of the uncanny or
melancholy. The uncanny is somewhat of a difficult thing to define, with definitions
often ranging from underwhelmingly vague to painfully specific. It is a place of
discomfort “between familiar nostalgia and uncertain memories.”11 Here, the uncanny is
where aesthetic meets the psychological and becomes the aesthetics of anxiety.12 There
are two primary modes of experiencing the uncanny that I examine. Ilya Bolotowsky’s
Barber Shop provides a historical example of the first: confused orientation. This
painting incorporates a myriad of multiple perspectives and unexpected vantage points
that leads to a notable lack of orientation for the viewer. In paintings such as Can We
Leave? and Self-Portrait, I employ similar tactics to alter perspectives and drive a lack of
placement for the viewer, although this is considerably more subtle than in Bolotowsky’s
painting.
The second mode is that of blurred boundary between fantasy and reality. In
paintings such as Bonnard’s Dining Room on the Garden and The Green Blouse, the
artist literally blurs the boundary between figure and space through the use of repeated or
similar colors in both the figure and space. Logically, the viewer knows the figures in the

11
12

Diels, Natacha. "Art and the Uncanny: Tapping the Potential." Leonardo Music Journal 24
(2014): 75.
Schlipphacke, Heidi. "The Place and Time of the Uncanny." Pacific Coast Philology 50, no. 2
(2015): 163.
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paintings are situated in front of the walls and curtains. However, the flesh appears to be
melding with the background information. The space is confused, and the line between
fantasy and reality is crossed. Welcome Home is a piece that likewise employs the tactic
of merging figure with space, creating an uncanny moment. Unmaking blends the central
plant with the seated figure on the right through the use of continued outlining. This is
juxtaposed with more naturally rendered forms, thus establishing another instance of
muddied boundaries between what is real and imagined.
Color is an additional way I play with the line between the real and unreal.
Although color has been previously discussed, it is important to note that it operates in
more ways than those already noted. Not only does the use of saturated complimentary
colors have the potential to create an anxiety-riddled and defamiliarized environment, it
also functions to further establish the uncanny within the work. In Watching/Waiting, the
bright red orange in the hand and full figure are combined with the green outlining in the
full figure to push the uncanny. The scale of the hand in the foreground allows for an
even greater use of the reddish orange, which pushes the painting to be even more
peculiar. By taking truly mundane domestic scenes and reinventing them with heightened
or inaccurate color in certain moments, the uncanny is able to manifest through color
borrowed from the truly strange and unnatural.13
The function of indoor plants is also multi-faceted. In addition to the already
mentioned modes of operation, these natural elements in the domestic space serve to push
the presence of the uncanny. They are outdoor, wild things that have been brought

13
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indoors. They are organic things “both controlled and uncontrollable” that upset the
expected tractability of the domestic.14 In Nope, the plant forms reach out and into the
frame, disturbing the scene and merging with the figure on the right, thus flattening the
space. The result is an environment that is now shallow and strange, interrupted and
uncanny, and no longer quite as predictable as expected.
A thread of melancholy traces through the work. It is quiet, but often present just
beneath the surface. It is born from the loss of the ideal, of connection, and of closeness
within the domestic and those relationships that are meant to thrive within that
environment. The results are moments of muted mourning and melancholy. I would like
to point out that while the notion of melancholy may sound inherently negative, it can
also be a point of connection. The function of melancholy within work of a more
autobiographical nature is that it “forms the site in which the social origins of our
emotional lives can be mapped out and from which we can see the other persons who
share our losses and are subject to the same social forces.”15 In other words, it is a means
of understanding and engaging with the artist, the work, and other viewers who may have
familiarity with such experiences of the contemporary domestic. Through
acknowledgment and documentation of the melancholy, there is means for connection.
American painter, Edward Hopper, frequently infused his work with a tone of
melancholy and interpersonal disconnect. Some have termed his approach to narrative
and the body in space as an exploration of alienation. His painting Gas exemplifies this.

14
15

Schlipphacke, 171.
Flatley, 3.
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The image “bodies forth a sense of alienation from history as a shared past—an alienation
central to the Americans’ experiencing their own condition as a purely contemporary one,
without roots in a continuum of tradition. [It also] embodies an obvious isolation of self
from community.”16 Can We Leave? and How to Pet a Cat build off of this by using a
sense of tension and melancholy within a singular home environment to engage with the
larger experience of the millennial American’s home life as a wholly contemporary one.
Cool temperatures in the background information, darker values, and a lack of
engagement between the figures push this subtle sense of melancholy and detachment.

16

Nochlin, Linda. "Edward Hopper and the Imagery of Alienation." Art Journal 41, no. 2 (1981): 136.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSION

Through this investigation and the production of this work, I broaden my
understanding of the more complex nuances of the home space and the relationships and
intricacies it contains. There is a rift between what actually is and what is expected from
home life, so I present a model of the home that strays from what is expected in an effort
to reconcile with what I was taught. This new model of the contemporary home is one
that reacts to the present times, as opposed to just accepting the expectations of the past.
This in turn raises existential questions surrounding the home. Was the initial
model and idea of the home always too simple? Is our natural state to always exist with a
certain level of anxiety and stress? Is there really no place to go for an escape? While the
ideas of tension, anxiety, and compression in the home existed pre-pandemic for me, the
rest of the population is now relating to them in a greater capacity. The home is fraught
with anxiety and turmoil in new ways that it was not before this current pandemic and
upheaval of expected norms. The home has been disrupted.
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